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A systemic-functional semiotics of art
MICHAEL OTOOLE
The visual arts should be a natural field for the application of semiotic
models of analysis; and yet most discourse — whether published, peda-
gogical or popular — about art is still stuck in the well-worn grooves of
art history, philosophical aesthetics, or attribution and market values.
Attempts over the last ten years to invoke semiotics have mainly been
confined to applying a raw Saussurean analysis — questionable even for
verbal discourse — to visual texts, exploring the ramifications of Peirce's
distinction between index, icon, and symbol in visual terms, or arguing
about the nature of representation itself. The result has been a lot of
theorizing, partial analysis, and a daunting density of new jargon.
A major problem is that semiotic theory itself has not been standing
still, and the early 'structuralist' semiotic models have been enriched —
but also complicated — by preoccupations with the social status and
functioning of the sign and the definition and role of the viewing 'subject'
in relation to the artistic text. Semiotics in the late 1980s thus finds itself
a battleground for competing theories giving more or less priority to the
social, the psychoanalytical, or the descriptive.
Michael Halliday's Systemic-Functional Linguistics (Halliday 1985)
gives its first priority to the adequate description of language texts and
the linguistic systems they realize, but his emphasis on function ensures
that at every stage of description the social role of the text and the
predispositions of addresser and addressee are adequately accounted for.
Furthermore, since one of the three macrofunctions governing the choice
of grammatical, lexical, and phonological options from the available
systems is the Interpersonal Function, the interplay between speaking
subject and listening subject has to be included in the analysis. In other
words, this appears to be the only semiotic model available that can bring
together and theorize the relations between these three dominant concerns
of contemporary semiotics.
The question then arises to what extent a model designed for the
description of verbal language can be claimed to be a general semiotic
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model — particularly when so much semiotic discussion of other codes
(film, fashion, narrative, etc.) has been bedeviled by the 'linguistic imperi-
alism' of Saussurean structuralism. Halliday is quite clear about the place
of language in the semiotic scheme of things: we are all party to the
'social semiotic' of the time, place, and social group in which we grow
up and live, the typical ways in which meanings can be expressed through
language and other signifying codes such as flags, photography, dance,
and drama. In any definable social situation we have possibilities of
action (what we 'can do', as Halliday puts it); one way of acting is to
make meaning (and the social semiotic determines what we 'can mean');
one way of making meaning is to use language (and the linguistic system
of our speech community determines what we 'can say' — Halliday 1978).
But we can make meaning in movements of the body (kinesic, gestural,
and proxemic codes), by waving flags (semaphore, nautical codes), by
putting up signs or painting lines on roads (highway codes), by building
buildings, making films, writing narratives, poems and plays, by painting,
sculpting, potting, and embroidering. Each of these semiotic activities
has its own systems of meaning potential and consistent patterns of
material realization of meaning through bodily gesture, paint and metal,
bricks and mortar (or wood and straw), photographic prints, print, paint,
ceramic, and thread. They are not 'like language' in their means of
expression, or even in the kinds of meaning they express, but a Systemic-
Functional approach makes it possible to specify their distinctive semiotic
processes and practices. The key to this is the tri-functional structure of
Halliday's model: any semiotic text, in whatever medium, will represent
some aspect of our experience of the world, the Experiential or Ideational
Function; it will manifest certain features of the relationship between the
text's producer and its receiver(s) and the producer's attitude to the
experiential content, the Interpersonal Function; and it will have the
structural characteristics of a well-formed text of the appropriate genre,
the Textual Function.
Halliday argues that in any natural language — English, Chinese, Twi,
Russian — the options available to speakers and writers for expressing
these functions are systemic. That is to say, particular lexicogrammatical
systems offer sets of choices for expressing one or other function: degrees
of Transitivity realize aspects of the experiential relationships being
expressed between processes and participants; the choice of Mood for a
clause realizes essential aspects of the relationship between speaker and
hearer; the Thematic Structure and cohesive patterning make the utter-
ance a genetically appropriate text. The key word here is realize: every
choice — in the phonology and lexis as well as in the grammar — is the
realization of a systemic choice relating to the social functioning of the
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utterance. The chart (Table 1) reproduced from Halliday (1973) displays
the typical systems that realize each of the macrofunctions for English.
The scale of realization goes further than this, however, since each option
chosen from the systems displayed in the boxes on the chart is realized
in a particular lexicogrammatical structure, and each such structure is
realized in a particular configuration of sounds or marks on paper.
It is my contention that the semiotic codes of the visual arts also
involve these three universal functions, and that they are realized through
systems of representational, modal, and compositional choices, which are
in turn realized through configurations of paint on canvas; marble, bronze
or wood in space; or building materials in the landscape. A provisional
chart for the codes of painting derived from Halliday's chart is displayed
in Table 2. Hopefully, this will clarify my point about the congruence of
semiotic codes when viewed in systemic-functional terms. On the other
hand, it makes necessary a number of caveats and reservations. First my
chart incorporates on its horizontal axis a rank scale of units: Picture,
Episode, Figure, Member, borrowed from Alberti's formulation, but
analogous to Halliday's rank scale of linguistic units. As I hope my
analyses will show, this is a useful way of distinguishing systems at
particular ranks for both painting and architecture, but it is not an
essential dimension of the systemic-functional model. In fact, as An
Chung has shown for pottery (1987) and Peter Morse for sculpture (1987),
it may be far more appropriate for some art forms to highlight the scale
of 'workedness' from raw material to finished and decorated product
than the scale of units within units. Secondly, it should be stressed that
each of the words and phrases in each box of the chart represents a
system, a set of systemic options; they are not simply labels to be applied
or not. The analysis which follows should make this clear. Thirdly, for
the purely aesthetic 'fine art' of painting, I have chosen to label the
functions Representational, Modal, and Compositional, thereby con-
fronting major areas of debate in art criticism. In analyzing works of
architecture, where the use function is dominant (as with language), I
have found it more appropriate to preserve Halliday's functional labels:
Experiential, Interpersonal, and Textual.
In order to show how productive the Systemic-Functional model can
be for the analysis of visual art texts, I propose to analyze one modern
painting and one contemporary building. Neither of them are 'master-
pieces' hallowed by the art historical tradition or market values, but the
descriptive claims of the model extend to all visual texts, and description
necessarily precedes evaluation. It has been objected that one of the
problems with semiotic approaches to the arts, including literature and
film, is that they tend to validate every text they encounter; in other
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words, in order to prove the value of the model itself, they generate
reasons for evaluating positively the work being analyzed. This is certainly
a danger that the semiotician must be aware of, and I will be at pains to
show that the model can reveal functionally negative features as well as
positive ones. This, of course, only goes part of the way toward a fully
evaluative art criticism — not the main business of semiotics, which will
be as interested in the social grounds for particular evaluations as in
evaluation itself.
The painting I want to analyze is an Australian one which hangs in my
local gallery, the Art Gallery of Western Australia. It is The Gatekeeper's
Wife by Sir Russell Drysdale, painted in 1965 (see Plate 1). The two
figures represented here clearly address the viewer directly, though each
in a different way, as we shall see; but I want to suggest that any painting
that involves an interaction between two figures in any case interpellates
the viewer through their points of interaction. This interpellation thus
involves the construction of both a social and a psychological 'subject'
for the viewer via our relations in the 'social semiotic' and the negotiations
with it of our unconscious (O'Toole 1990: Chapters 3 and 4).
1
An important feature of the analytical chart is that it does not have to
be read from left to right or top to bottom; we can start with any system
in any of the boxes as our 'point of entry' to the work and move to
Plate 1. Sir Russell Drysdale, The Gatekeeper's Wife (1965). Courtesy of the Art Gallery
of Western Australia
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other box where elements of meaning construction relate to the first. In
practice, we will tend to work within one given function (the vertical
dimension) at a time, since this is often more convenient for expository
purposes, but in principle the boundaries between functions are perme-
able, and the 'semiotic space' of our interpretation — which is never closed
off, but always open to further modification — is created by constant
shuttling between the readings within various systemic options.
We may start, then, with the Modal Function (the middle column on
the chart). My main reason for doing so is to give priority to our personal
engagement with the work, its 'address' to us as viewing subjects. Most
discourses abqut art, whether art history or popular criticism, tend to
deal first with what is represented (the Representational Function), while
academic and practical art teaching understandably starts with observa-
tions about the Compositional Function. Meanwhile, the ordinary visitor
to an art gallery may lack both the factual knowledge and the technical
vocabulary to say anything meaningful about either of these, and is
discouraged from articulating how she or he relates to the work's visual
impact.
Quite often, this impact is due to aspects of the system I have labeled
'Gaze' (top box in the Modal Function). This system incorporates a
number of sub-systems, any or all of which may be working to draw us
into the world of the painting. They could, of course, be working equally
to exclude us from it, and this will be part of the Modal meaning of
the painting. 'Gaze', as the chart shows, includes the system of 'Eye-
work' (as students of body language call it) — that is, the engagement
through the gaze itself. In this painting only the child seems to be
looking at us directly. This also involves her in the sub-system of
'Intermediary' (children, servants, dogs, horses, and other 'inferior'
creatures) included in the foreground of a painting to draw us into the
world of the main characters. The woman's eyework is ambiguous: she
seems to be gazing past us, deliberately not engaging with our eye, in
a line with where the road she is guarding seems to have come from.
An absence of gaze is also an option in this system. Here, we might
read the shuttered windows of the houses in the relentless midday heat
as a trope for blind, ungazing eyes. Another subsystem of Gaze which
is very common in landscapes is the 'Path' — an actual road or path,
or a path of light, water, color, etc. — which serves to draw the viewer
into the depths of the painting, beyond the foreground. In this case the
space between the feet and bodies of the woman and child draw us onto
the road — which is presumably where we are aiming for once we get
beyond the gate. But the gatekeeper's wife blocks this path both visually
and physically; this is her major role, which we will see reflected in
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many of the other choices Drysdale has made in the Modal, Composi-
tional, and Representational functions.
Eyework, Intermediaries, and Paths are systems which use some aspect
of the represented world to draw us into the painting. However, their
primary function is still Modal, to establish the relation between the
viewer and that world. The systems I have grouped under the heading of
Focus will involve compositional devices, but they too have a predomi-
nantly Modal function. The system of Perspective has served, since it was
articulated by the Renaissance theorists, to make us feel involved with
the depicted world in depth, to enable us to penetrate beyond the plane
surface of the foreground. When we follow the perspective of The Gate-
keeper's Wife, what do we find? That the lines of perspective pass around
and through her body and end in a vanishing point we cannot see because
of her. Similarly with Light: there appear to be two sources of illumination
in the painting — one behind us, lighting up the woman's face and hands,
the gate, the end wall of the house; and another, no less bright, illuminat-
ing the landscape beyond the settlement. The source of this second light
seems to be at the vanishing point of the road and the perspective,
blocked from our vision at the midpoint of the picture vertically and the
Golden Section horizontally by the woman's 'center of gravity' (her belly?
her womb?). The gatekeeping is not merely an institutional function (to
be discussed in terms of the Representational systems), but an intensely
moral-aesthetic one involving the way the painting constructs us as
viewing subjects through the systems of the Modal function.
Color, Scale, and Volume — other sub-systems of Focus — also seem
to emphasize the woman's dominance. The pinks and oranges in the road
and landscape seem to come to a focus in the strong red of her cardigan.
Her scale is constructed to dominate everything else in the picture — the
child, the pub or house, the fence, and even the telegraph pole. The
fullness and three-dimensionality of her figure makes everything else look
as flat as a stage setting (partly, of course, because of the incompleteness
of the perspective, which we noted earlier).
Another aspect of the Modal function is the range of systems listed on
the right-hand side of the top Modal box in Table 2; these are more akin
to the concept of 'modality' as understood by literary critics since Uspen-
sky (1973).
2 These systems manifest, or realize, the artist's attitude to the
reality he is depicting. This is not something we can establish with any
objective certainty — unless we have biographical evidence, or the artist's
word for it (and we don't always take the artist's word for it!). It is
something we reconstruct from observing the choices the artist had made
from a number of specific systems. The virtue of specifying these systems
and giving our reading of each is that this provides us with arguable
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evidence for an interpretation. Art criticism is full of interpretations of
artists' intentions, what they 'meant' by depicting things as they did, but
critics rarely bother to articulate how they reach the conclusions they
propound with such confidence. Presumably, their training and the con-
stant practice they get at making these kinds of judgment are important
factors, but we should recognize that to a considerable extent their
prestige as critics depends on keeping us in the dark about how they
know so much about what the artist meant with such certainty. Because
semiotics requires a certain explicitness of description, and in the case of
this model requires the explication of what the artist 'can mean', it opens
up discussion to a range of possible interpretations which can be debated
because the grounds for each interpretation are available. Interpretation
becomes a more democratic activity, to be enjoyed by the average gallery
visitor or art student, because it no longer depends on the mystique of
authority but applies a consistent set of analytical techniques whose
findings can be coherently articulated and debated.
The system of Frame concerns what the artist has chosen to include
within the frame of the picture and what to exclude, and the orientation
of the represented elements to the picture's edges. It is thus related to the
systematic Omissions (trees, other inhabitants) that we may observe at
the rank of Picture, and the Attenuation (vagueness of the outline of the
ruined house) or Synecdoche (the 'part-for-whole' of the child's arm) that
operate at the rank of Figure or Member. The system I have labeled
Modality proper concerns the degree of verisimilitude, or irony, or fantasy
that seems to be at play in the depiction. On the one hand, Drysdale's
painting is seen as having a sort of 'earthy realism', an unsentimental
confrontation with life in the outback at its plainest and rawest. On the
other hand, it enacts an Australian fantasy of the boundless outback, the
impenetrable interior of an arid continent as perceived by a people that
clings to its coastline — a fantasy that wells up in the public imagination
the moment two teenage station hands die lost in the desert of South
Australia or the death of an infant at the foot of Ayer's Rock is blamed
on a dingo. But the artist may choose to temper his realism with Irony
as well as fantasy. At the rank of Member there is something incongruous
about those pom-poms adorning the bedroom slippers, and at the rank
of Figure about those same slippers and the frilly pinafore adorning the
stout and uncompromising figure of the gatekeeper's wife. As we shall
see, the irony operates at the rank of the Picture itself when the title
confronts us with the wife of the absent gatekeeper.
I claimed earlier than an articulation of the Modal options selected by
the artist can give us some purchase on the difficult and complex notion
of the 'subject', which is so central to contemporary semiotics. I believe
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that the details we have spelled out — perhaps a shade laboriously in
our effort to show how the analytical model works — show rather clearly
how a number of systems work together to construct the viewing subject.
Whereas landscapes and still lifes and genre paintings typically give us
an overview of a scene and thus allow us to dominate it (we might even
say 'consume' it), here we are deliberately, even rudely, excluded. The
interplay between the two figures plays an important role, as we suggested.
The function of the gatekeeper's wife is to control access, and while the
child (gazing directly at us, stepping toward us, opening the gate) seems
to be letting us through with gestures of acceptance or welcome, she, the
subject of the title, does — indeed, is — everything to exclude us: her
sheer volume, domination of the scene, here obscuring of the path, the
perspective, the light-source, her scale and positioning, her stance, her
gesture, her gaze. This viewer, for one, feels a very powerless subject
before her presence. This painting is not so much a representation of a
person in a setting for the mere observation of the viewer as an enactment
of'gatekeeping', the systematic (we should now say 'plurisystemic') exclu-
sion of the viewer. To experience the painting is to experience exclusion,
a threat to the autonomous subject.
Contemporary theories of the semiotic subject tend to resort to psycho-
analytic models for their interpretations. These would certainly be tempt-
ing here: the engagement with the body that we can scarcely avoid; the
focus (via several systems, as we have seen) on the womb as goal, as
source of plenitude, as obstacle; the differential erotics of our paedophilic
engagement with the attractive and welcoming little girl and our matri-
phobic repulsion from the dominant mature woman. All of these would
lend themselves to expanded interpretation. The problem is that they
involve one of several highly complex — and competing — models of
the human psyche which has to be invoked wholesale, and this tends to
project the debate about competing interpretations onto the psychoana-
lytic level, thereby distracting from engagement with the text of the
painting itself. I would want to use such readings as an enrichment of
the descriptions achieved through our analytical framework rather than
as an end in themselves.
If we turn to an analysis of the Compositional Function (the right-
hand column of Table 2), we find a further set of systemic choices which
we can label with the traditional terms for compositional analysis. What
is distinctive about this approach, however, is our insistence on these
compositional features as choices from systems — that is to say, the
structure of the Gestalt of the painting described in terms of specifiable
relations between features on the horizontal axis, on the vertical axis,
and along the diagonals in relation to the rectangular frame. In principle,
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the choices are infinite; they can involve a configuration of an infinite
number of points along these axes. In practice, we are likely to find some
dominant patterns dictated by the chosen genre in a given period, the
'school' to which the painter belongs, the personal style the painter has
evolved through his or her career — or by a reaction against any or all
of these aspects of the 'social semiotic'.
The compositional pattern Drysdale has chosen for this painting
realizes the concept of 'gatekeeping' as strongly as the modal options
we have analyzed so far. Against the grid of evenly-spaced light hori-
zontals formed by the fence bars and the almost as rhythmic dark
verticals formed by the telegraph pole and the woman's legs, a clear
rhomboid is formed by the top and bottom of the telegraph-pole and
the gate-post respectively and centered just 'southwest' of the uncom-
promising fist — whose forearm forms a diagonal pointing to the equally
uncompromising left foot which protrudes from the acute corner of the
rhomboid.
At the same time, the line of fenceposts on the right bisects a funnel
shape expanding from the top and bottom of the fence to the woman's
right elbow and toe, its line almost perfectly carried by the shoulders and
upper arms. The source of light behind the woman intensifies this shape,
although it is offset by another source of light behind us, the viewers
(thus situating us modally again), that lights up the woman's apron and
skin and the edges of the fence, but is interrupted by the woman's shadow.
All these geometrical forms seem to come together in that amazing center
of gravity, perspective, and focus in the region of the woman's belly.
But whereas the right-hand half of the painting is composed largely of
closed structures and static grids, the left-hand side carries all the move-
ment and potential for change. The explicit perspective lines pointing to
the obscured vanishing point (i.e. the edges of the road, the horizon and
the rooflines) seem to extend from the child's hand, elbow and eyes, while
her legs, mirroring the mother's in their position and the length of the
feet, are mobile and make way for us. Meanwhile, her arm holding the
gate accentuates how far the gate obscures her, in contrast to her mother,
who largely obscures the fence. Compositionally, the child seems to come
into being from beyond the left side of the frame (cf. the missing right
elbow), while the mother is fully realized and dominates the frame as
well as the landscape — and the viewer.
Even a partial formal analysis in this amount of detail requires some
concentration to follow, and may sound like formal aesthetics for its own
sake. I want to stress, however, that our 'visual literacy' is more developed
than we can easily articulate in words. These compositional patterns are
both formal and semantic. Like the patterns of cohesion or lexical paral-
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lels in a paragraph of prose, or like rhyme or alliteration in a poem, they
have a purely aesthetic impact, appealing to our innate search for pattern
in what we perceive, but they also carry parallels and oppositions which
have meaning in the work's overall structure. Our decision to deal with
each function separately is a heuristic one: we need to separate out the
systems of options in a coherent and replicable way. Our interpretation
will involve a synthesis of observations from all three functions, a highly
dynamic scanning of the total 'space'.
It must be obvious by now that none of our observations about choices
the artist has made in the Modal and Compositional functions is entirely
separable from what he has chosen to depict — his choices in the
Representational function. (In the case of abstract and semi-abstract
painting we will be freer to concentrate on the Modal and Compositional
without the constant demands on our attention of the Representational;
herein lies part of the charm of abstraction.) I have chosen to deal with
the representational options last, and to given them least attention,
because they are where most interpretation and criticism begins and ends
—as if all the meaning were concentrated in the title and the picture were
merely an elaboration of that meaning.
Most of the analysis so far has concentrated on the top box in each
column, the functional systems operating in the picture as a whole, though
we could as easily and as productively have discussed the systems available
as the component ranks of Episode, Figure, and Member. Nowhere, I
believe, is the discrimination of these ranks so necessary as in the Repre-
sentational function, where we recognize agents, actions and goals, scenes
and settings in terms of the whole picture, yet can simultaneously isolate
(like the reproductions of 'details' from great paintings in the art books)
a sub-action or side sequence in one episode; character, stance, and
gesture in a single figure; and the characteristics of parts of a body or
natural forms at the rank of member. Thus the Gatekeeper's Wife enacts
her gatekeeping role in the whole Picture; she forms a distinct, if static,
Episode in relation to the fence, etc. in her half of the picture; she
represents an indomitable and confrontational character as a Figure in
her own right — and is thoroughly undermined by the antithesis, at the
rank of Member, between her stern face and uncompromising arms
akimbo and the ridiculously frilly pinafore and pathetically pom-pommed
slippers.
This painting belongs to a series of paintings Drysdale began in the
mid-1940s devoted to women of the outback, large ladies in small towns.
But two things make this one stand apart from that series: the presence
of the small girl, and of us. The little girl is to such an extent the foil
of the woman — in appearance, behavior, attitude, and dynamism —
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* that their dyadic relationship becomes the dominant theme of the paint-
ing. Or, rather, it would if not for the insistent presence of ourselves.
For the girl's direct gaze is not, as we suggested, merely a device
interpellating us into the world of the painting. It is a response to our
need to get through that gate! And the woman's stance — and all the
systems of hindrance and exclusion she realizes — are her response.
They both represent triangulation points for our presence on the railway
track they guard. Presumably, we are in a car, since we are low down
in relation to both figures; yet paradoxically we are being kept from
continuing our journey along the road. The gatekeeper — if he were
alive, or awake, or sober — might have waved us safely through the
railway crossing after the train had passed, but his wife has a far more
mythic and mysterious role. She appears to be protecting the outback
itself from our advance — even from our curious eyes. In her the Modal,
Compositional, and Representational functions work together re-
markably consistently and yet the gap to be filled by the viewing subject
is fraught with unanswered questions.
The chart for architecture (Table 3) looks very different from the one
for painting with which we have been working so far. And surely there
are some key functional differences that make the models hard to
compare. First, most architecture, unlike painting, fulfills a primarily
practical function, so how can we relate this to the Representational
function? The point is that buildings are not simply functional
machines — they have signs of their practical functions written all over
them; they signify. As I suggested earlier, this practical function makes
architecture more similar to language, so I use Halliday's term 'Experi-
ential' for this function. Our experience of the world is realized in
systems of features and relationships at every rank of unit — and insofar
as we engage with the whole building, a separate floor, a room or the
individual elements in a room, it is useful to distinguish the rank-scale
of these systems.
Second, to what extent does a building 'address' the viewer, or incorpo-
rate some reflections of its maker's attitude toward the experiential ele-
ments? Clearly, the systems involved are quite different from those of
painting, but a major consideration in the training of architects — and
in our reading of a building — is the way it relates to its users and to
the public at large and the 'style' that is adopted both for the whole
building and for its details at every rank of unit. Here again, we have
systems of semiotic options — meaning potential — which architects are
trained to select and combine and realize in building materials, and which
we, the users, are more or less able to comprehend. Again, as with
language, we all have a basic competence — we tend to make rather firm
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and characteristic choices when it comes to choosing a home among the
'vernacular' styles of domestic architecture; full literacy comes when we
have a terminology that enables us to generalize beyond our individual
taste and experience.
Third, although compositional structures and textures are as important
as in painting, a building also functions textually in relation to its environ-
ment. This is only the case with painting when a work is commissioned
for a particular church, board-room, banquet hall, or other site where
institutional power is expressed through art. But it is always the case
with language, where texts reflect their 'exophoric' cohesion with the
context of their utterance as well as internal patterns of 'endophoric'
cohesion. It seems appropriate, therefore, to adopt Halliday's term
Textual' for this function.
The building I have chosen to illustrate the power of our Systemic-
Functional semiotic model is a small three-storey office block in Perth.
There are some advantages in analyzing an architect-designed semi-public
building, at least some of whose meanings are intentional, although I
believe the same model can offer coherent and insightful readings of less
deliberately planned buildings like suburban homes, shacks in shanty-
towns, Aboriginal 'humpies', or factory warehouses. The 'Digital' block
(see Plate 2) was erected in 1984 on the corner of a busy intersection of
two sloping streets in West Perth, an area of the city whose regeneration
Plate 2. The 'Digital' office building, Perth
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(from older light industry and dwellings) is largely in terms of 'high-tech'
industry, commerce, and serivces.
The Experiential function of the whole building, then, is expressed in
its design as open-plan and separate offices, and its open foyer with access
from the car-parking area underneath the building. As the sign-board
reveals, it had not been let at the time of writing, so no specialized
facilities such as surgeries, design studios, or classrooms were incorpo-
rated in the overall design. The sub-functions for each floor are: semi-
basement — car park and safety services; ground floor — entrance, foyer,
and open-plan offices; first floor — open-plan offices; top floor — separate
executive offices and board-room. The rooms are distinguished mainly
by whether they have doors, movable partitions and potted plants, or
reception desks separating them. A few spaces have the very specific
functions of toilets, tea-brewing alcoves, board-room service area, and
janitor's work-room. Otherwise, most rooms are functionally neutral,
awaiting a precise specification depending on the nature of the occupying
firm. The experiential elements in each space include tinted sealed win-
dows (for light, not for air), air-conditioning/heating ducts, power-points
for lamps, computers, typewriters, carpeting and acoustic treatment of
ceilings, smoke-sensors, etc. Note that these are all options from the
available systems: windows can also be of clear glass and can move to
slide open, can incorporate louvers, leaded lights, etc. — or simply be
absent, like the fenestration of mediaeval castles or of classrooms in
tropical countries; heating and artificial lighting can range from fluores-
cent or radiant lamps to candles and smoking fires; and canaries can be
used as fire-alarms.
The modalities of 'Digital's' Interpersonal style are chosen from the
systemic options in the top box of the middle column. As modern office
blocks go, this one is quite small. No doubt its Size and Verticality were
dictated by such practical considerations as the amount of capital its
developers had available, the size of the site on which it would stand,
and current Perth building regulations. But a building's response to such
neutral constraints is one set of Interpersonal options. In this case the
architects and their clients have chosen not to present the authorities, the
neighbors, the users, or the casual passerby with any challenge from the
building's overall proportions. The Cladding uses fairly conventional
modular panels of a hard-wearing and non-reflective aggregate. In terms
of Chthonicity, it is thoroughly earthbound, its carpark wall panels taking
the modular design below ground level at the upper corners. Chthonicity
might appear to be an exclusively modern cline of possibilities from the
most chthonic (Lenin's Mausoleum in Red Square, the Pentagon in
Washington) to the most aerial (Corbusier's 'Ville radieuse' on stilts and
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the many city 'Centerpoint' masts with their revolving restaurants). But
the steeples and spires and flying buttresses of Gothic cathedrals and the
diminishing tiers of Cambodian 'Prang' pagodas had a heavenward thrust
which was ideological as well as technological.
Where this building asserts itself Interpersonally is in its choices of
Facade, Modernity, and Color. The facade is deliberately 'High-tech',
with the windows on the two approach corners made to look like com-
puter disk drives, a motif carried through to the cut-away panels above
each long window section. The whole modular aspect of the facade has
reminded many viewers of such 'High-Tech' toys as Lego. The mathemati-
cally regular spacing between the columns, between the floors, and their
proportionality in relation to the top series of inset square windows all
adds to the overall stress on Modernity, which in this case also associates
strongly with Color. Pale blue has been a popular color for recent office
blocks in Perth. While sharing the coolness of grey or white concrete or
silvery aluminum, it brings a dash of daring and rhymes nicely with the
sky in Perth, which is more often blue than grey.
The blue color thus establishes a certain Orientation, both to the
natural setting and to other blue buildings in the city — although as
these are not directly visible from the site, it would be more appropriate
to view this as an aspect of 'Digital's' Intertextuality, through either
reference or mimicry. The Intertextuality is more complex, however, as
it includes that visual 'computer' metaphor we noted a moment ago. The
block's Orientation to the road — always a major Interpersonal consider-
ation — must have given the architects many headaches. Whereas build-
ing heights are fairly uniform at two to three storeys, the range of styles
in the vicinity is extreme. Next door on one street is a 1910s red brick
house which is presumably scheduled for eventual demolition, but which
is now greatly at odds with 'Digital'. Other neighbors include a white
modern office block, also with tinted glass, and a white market building
from the late 1920s with gables and canopies that would be hard to
harmonize with.
There is also the problem of street levels. Built into the slope in two
directions, the building naturally comes to a point at the corner of the
two streets. The placing of the logo on both facades above this point
seems to indicate a main entrance, and indeed, a small flight of steps and
a path lead one to a small white doorway — which turns out to be
marked, Wonderland-style, 'DANGER: No Entry'. The actual public
entrance is uphill on the left, and here the entrant is properly greeted by
a broad flight of steps and a recessed portico, somewhat spoiled by cheap,
readymade aluminum sliding doors and tinted glass windows that reflect
him back at himself rather than drawing him visually into the foyer. Of
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course, there are good practical reasons for the tinted glass in the bright
Perth sunlight, and you wouldn't put the main entrance to a building on
a corner cluttered up by two sets of traffic lights and any amount of other
street furniture. In any case, most clients to whatever business occupies
the building will arrive by car, parking and entering beneath. The impres-
sion remains, however, of a lack of congruence between the building's
stance and window styling and the placement of the logo and its orienta-
tion to potential entrants.
A far greater incongruity is created by the narrow rustic garden around
the street sides of the block. The cool blue modernity of 'Digital' is offset
by a row of bright red posts curving inward toward the building. For
some these evoke at first glance the entrapment of a concentration camp
or a game reserve. On closer inspection, they turn out to be supports for
wires, up which creeping plants are being trained. The red is fine in the
technological context of the building, but is quite at odds with the
horticultural function, especially since the steps up to the entrance are in
a clashing red tile, and the rustic steps leading to the corner between
these rows of red stanchions are in soft red brick and red hardwood. The
garden itself is a paradox interpersonally and textually (to put our reac-
tion at its politest), even if experientially its function is to provide a visual
break in the technological clutter and an acoustic screen against the
concentrated traffic noise. Stylistically, its deliberately West Australian
character, with blackboys, grevillea, and creeping wild wisteria is at odds
with the surrounding 'high (and low) tech', and textually its scale is
simply inadequate to either its purpose or its pretensions. I would claim
some evaluative power for our semiotics at this point, since the mismatch
can be accounted for in functional terms of incongruent choices from the
available systems of design (see my Postscript below).
Contrasts between the floors of the building in the Interpersonal func-
tion suggest that the Textual distinction in color and window design
between the top and lower floors also carries a status distinction: separate
executive offices and a boardroom put the bosses where they know they
belong — in the upper crust, nicely insulated from the outside world by
the open office floors below. At the rank of Room we may expect these
offices to display a certain executive opulence and modernity, with a
greater individual autonomy over the control of sound and lighting. They
will probably not emphasize any mood of 'Welcome' to the casual visitor
or junior employee. These Interpersonal tendencies are likely to be contin-
ued in the choice of features at the rank of Element, although the evidence
is not yet available for this assumption.
The systems in the Textual function are fairly self-explanatory, but
they are, in a sense, the interface between the technical expertise of the
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architect and the lay viewer's perceptions, so they are worth articulating
in a more complete study than we can offer here. The building functions
as a 'text' in relation to the natural phenomena of sun and wind (its
compass orientation and devices for the attenuation of light and pre-
vailing winds), and to its man-made environment of the whole city, the
road(s) on which it stands, and adjacent buildings (color, textures, match-
ing proportions, intertextual 'echoes', etc.). The transparency/opacity/
reflectivity of its surfaces may set up textual relations, as in the extreme
case of the many contemporary Canadian city blocks which seek to reflect
their neighbors literally in canyons of mirror-glass cladding.
At the rank of Floor there are design relations of proportion, texture,
and color between the floors, but also the crucial cohesive devices of
stairs/lifts/escalators between floors, and landings/corridors/foyers on any
one floor. These are carried at the lower rank of Room by the systems
of available connectors like doors (solid/half-glazed/glass)/windows/
hatches/intercom systems. Each room will have a textual Focus (analo-
gous to the Theme of a clause), which in this case is likely to be a desk,
although rooms may emphasize consultation rather than executive
authority with more or less formal circles of easy chairs and a coffee
table. The board-room will have a rectangular or oval table rather than
a round one, since focus on the Chair is usually institutionalized in the
furniture. Even the Finish of various elements in each room will aid in
the textual cohesion, and if the managing director imports his favorite
dilapidated rocking chair or Aboriginal bark painting (in preference to
the standard Italian leather suite and action photos of America's Cup
yachts) the textual conflict will be marked — although a clever managing
director will exploit the textual incongruence interpersonally to enhance
his image of autonomy, sophistication, or connoisseurship.
Since the semiotic model being presented here originated from a linguis-
tic model, it has been necessary to include a certain amount of technical
discussion of its general semiotic claims. It does not, however, require a
great deal of expertise to use, and anyone can approach a painting or
building armed with the approriate chart and discover for him or herself
the nature of the functional choices the artist has made to realize his
meanings and the way these intersect, combine, and conflict. At the core
of the model is the basic semiotic mechanism of syntagm and paradigm:
the artist constructs syntagmatic arrays by combining sets of features
chosen from the available paradigms. Because we share the same 'gram-
mar' of selection and combination, we are able to 'read' his meanings,
our understanding and evaluation being tempered by the degree to which
we subscribe to the same 'social semiotic'. The model allows for — in
fact makes unavoidable — the articulation of social and political meaning,
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and it offers an appropriate and theoretically locatable space for discuss-
ing the construction of the viewing subject.
The main problem for many readers may be the sheer amount of detail
involved. There are two answers to this problem. Firstly, one is as detailed
as necessary: a brief account of one's personal response to a painting or
building addressed to one's companion in the gallery or the street can
employ some broad categories of the Modal/Interpersonal function and
say something meaningful and discussable without going into a lot of
detail, whereas a critical evaluation in an art journal or book on an
artist's work may require an even more delicate and detailed analysis
than I have attempted here. Secondly, detail involves responsibility: if I
commit myself to certain views about a work on the basis of a reading
of its detailed functional choices, then I can take responsibility for my
views in the ensuing discussion, can seek further evidence or be persuaded
to change them in response to another person's reading of the details.
What I will not be able to do is what the majority of art critics and
historians do now — that is, make sweeping assertions that can make or
break artistic reputations, intimidate alternative opinion, and disenfran-
chise the art lover.
Postscript
It is not often that a semiotician is proved right in evaluating a text out
in the 'real world'. Quite fortuitously, the 'Digital' office block was
restyled a few months after this article was first drafted. As the obtrusive
To Let' notice in the photograph indicates, the developers were having
some trouble in leasing the building for the first two years, and it was
taken over by a builder. Apparently,
3 the lack of commercial interest was
ascribed to four features: the bright blue facade, which was perceived as
too avant-garde for the Perth business community; the red 'spider-legs',
which neither harmonized with anything in the building itself nor offered
any significant function; the wispy garden of native West Australian
plants, which was too narrow and inconspicuous to offer more than a
token gesture to the 'bush' out beyond the city limits; and the entrance,
which, it was agreed, was remote, unimposing, and uninviting.
The original architects agreed to the building being refurbished, and
the task was given to another firm. 'Digital' was repainted in the 'calm
and conservative' tones of grey and white (a fate which also overcame
one of the other striking bright blue office blocks in central Perth, recently
turned beige and now as undistinguished as its neighbors). The red
stanchions and native plants (which are something of a 'trademark' of
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the original architects, Hames Sharley Australia) were removed and the
straggling edge to the sidewalk was replaced by a firm pedestal, more
appropriate to the 'Neo-Classical Post-Modernist' style of the building
itself. (Apparently, my perception of the corner fenestration resembling
the slot of a computer disk drive is an aberrant reading which neither
the architects nor the refurbishers — nor, indeed, the Digital computer
company for whom the building was first developed — had thought of.
Needless to say, I reserve my right to my aberrant reading in this regard.)
The pedestal is now topped — like those of its 'High-tech' neighbors —
with a row of ferns and fleshy potted plants, whose main distinguishing
feature is that, unlike the native plants, they require regular watering.
Most importantly, the 'false entrance' on the street corner was made
relatively inconspicuous and unapproachable, while the real entrance, up
the hill on the left, was moved forward decisively to almost level with
the facade and made genuinely inviting to those approaching from the
street, with a portico, a door that draws you in rather than blandly
reflecting you back, and a more luxurious foyer.
It appears that the 'practical semiotics' of the restyling worked, since
the office space sold virtually as soon as the work was completed. The
author is philosophical about his non-participation in this architectural
event, with or without telepathy.
Notes
1. Chapters 3, 'Modes of Comparison', and 4, 'The Social Semiotic and the Viewing
Subject' include an extended discussion of this problem through a comparison of three
very different paintings involving dyads. (Copies may be obtained from Professor L.
M. O'Toole, School of Humanities, Murdoch University, Murdoch, Western Australia,
6150.)
2. Especially Chapter?, 'The Structural Isomorphism of Verbal and Visual Art',
pp. 130-172.
3. I am most grateful to my friend, Geoff Warn, a practicing architect, for challenging me
to analyze this building semiotically, and to Norm Bateman of Campbell Associates
Architecture, who gave me an invaluable insider's account of the thinking which
prompted the restyling.
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